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The AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld: a top attraction in Tyrol since 2004

Alpine hotspot with the largest spa and
beauty area in Tyrol
Who hasn’t dreamt of floating across the surface of a heated pool as they gaze up at the
alpine peaks above? Covering more than 50,000 square metres, the AQUA DOME – Tirol
Therme Längenfeld in the heart of the Ötztal Valley is the ideal place to make this dream
come true. The most modern and eye-catching spa resort in the Alps boasts futuristiclooking spa and fitness facilities with a range of pools, saunas and a small play area for
children. Guests staying at the 4* superior AQUA DOME Hotel also have exclusive access
to the award-winning Spa 3000. “The AQUA DOME has been one of the most important
attractions in Tyrol since it first opened in 2004,” comments CEO Bärbel Frey. In 2013
work was completed on a new premium spa as well as 54 new rooms, six new family
suites and a larger seminar area. Today, a combination of state-of-the-art spa facilities
and beautiful alpine landscape makes the AQUA DOME the ideal place for a romantic
break or a family holiday.
Reserved exclusively for guests staying at the AQUA DOME Hotel, the recently opened
2000m² premium spa is spread across two floors and offers magnificent views of the
surrounding mountains. Its modern design combining pinewood, granite and large glass
facades with panoramic views brings the raw beauty of the Ötztal Valley into the AQUA
DOME. This focus on nature is also to be found in the spa and sauna area, with its use of
local mountain herbs, woods and minerals, while a spectacular combination of fire and
water complete the modern yet traditional alpine atmosphere.
The local theme continues in the Morgentau spa with a selection of AQUA

DOME

signature treatments such as the Ötztal Valley Stone Massage and the Mountain Herb
Massage. Regular infusions using scented oils, herbs from the region and glacier ice to
cool off, make a visit to the 22,000m² Gletscherglühen sauna area an experience to

savour. Those wishing to work up a sweat in a different way will find exactly what they
are looking for in the Gipfelstürmer gym equipped with the latest training machines from
leading fitness company Cybex. And, last but by no means least, the 2200m² crystalshaped Ursprung thermal dome and its three “levitating” bowls filled with spring water are
today the unmistakable symbol of the AQUA DOME.
Warm welcome and modern design in the heart of the Alps
With its traditional yet modern design, the 4* superior AQUA DOME Hotel and its 200
spacious rooms and suites are inspired by the contrasts of the Ötztal Valley. A heated
walkway connects the hotel to the main spa and sauna area. Each room is decorated
using warm colours and wood from the local region. “The furniture is spread out across
the room, just like in the parlours of traditional Tyrolean farmhouses,” says Bärbel Frey,
explaining the design concept behind the 54 rooms recently added to the hotel complex.
“We want our guests to feel at home.” This contrast of cultures continues in the hotel
restaurant, where traditional alpine decor and a new south-facing pergola provide the
perfect backdrop for a sumptuous breakfast buffet including hot and cold dishes, freshly
baked bread and homemade jams and marmalades. In the evening, diners can choose
from a selection of dishes and themed buffets, before retiring to the lobby bar for a
relaxing drink. For business travellers and companies the AQUA DOME also offers a
900m² meeting area capable of hosting events for up to 800 guests and even spacious
enough for car presentations.
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About VAMED Vitality World: VAMED is an international company which has been active in the fields of thermal spa and
health resorts since 1995. In 2006 VAMED created VAMED Vitality World, a collection of the eight most popular spas and
health resorts in Austria: the AQUA DOME – Tirol Therme Längenfeld, the SPA Resort Therme Geinberg, the Therme Laa –
Hotel und Spa, the St. Martins Therme & Lodge, the Therme Wien, the GesundheitsZentrum Bad Sauerbrunn, the TAUERN
SPA Zell am See-Kaprun, the la pura women´s health resort kamptal and the Aquaworld Resort Budapest, one of the
largest thermal spas in Hungary. These spas and health resorts welcome 2.5 million guests in Austria every year, making
VAMED Austria’s leading operator of thermal spas and health resorts.
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